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STRUCTURAL PUSHOVER ANALYSIS 
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The aim of this chapter is to carry out a pushover analysis that can be used for 

displacement-based seismic verifications of structures. Compared to the more commonly 

used force-based methods, displacement-based methods lead to more economic results, 

and are therefore especially interesting for the analysis of existing buildings. According 

to EC8, the pushover analysis can be used to verify the structural performance of newly 

designed and existing buildings [Urbański et al., 2007]. 

 

Briefly described, the pushover analysis computes the inelastic force-displacement 

relationship of a structure. This response of the structure (displacement capacity) is then 

compared to the displacement demand due to an earthquake [Beyer, 2014]. 

1 Problem Description 

 

In this example [Dazio, 2005], we will take a look at a five floor reinforced concrete 

building by means of the N2 method, a nonlinear static pushover analysis developed by 

Fajfar [Fajfar, 2000]. Since the vertical acceleration due to an earthquake is typically 

neglected, we only consider the horizontal acceleration. If the structure is regular, the 

analysis may be performed using two planar models (one for each principal direction) 

[Urbański et al., 2007]. 

 

In one direction, the building is stiffened by means of reinforced concrete frames. For the 

following example, we will only consider the frame denoted by “B”. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Building, Multi Degree of Freedom approximation and ground view [Dazio, 2005] 
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2 Data Preparation 

2.1 Project creation 

 

Open the ZSOIL program. Click Continue on the welcome screen followed by New 

project/Plain strain. 

 

Set the Preselections to Version type Basic, Analysis type Plane strain, Problem type 

Deformation, Unit system Standard and tick Pushover. The Preferences window can 

be recalled at any time from the menu Control/Project preselection. Note that there 

is no obligation to set preferences, however it simplifies further data entry. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Preselections 

 

Save the project with File/Save As... and name the project Pushover_Analysis.inp. 

Click Save. Remember to regularly save the project with Ctrl+S or File/Save. 

 

Then move to Control/Units and check that length unit is set to m (meters) and that 

time unit is set to s (seconds). 
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2.2 Pre-processing 

 

From the main window of the software, launch the pre-processor 

Assembly/Preprocessing. Type A if you want the construction lines to disappear and 

G for the grid. 

 

In the tool bar on the right hand side, choose Macro Model/Point/Create/Point. 

Create 13 points with the following coordinates:  

 

(-10 3.2) (-9 3.2) (-6 3.2) (-5 3.2) (-4 3.2) 

(-1 3.2) (0 3.2)  (1 3.2)  (4 3.2)  (5 3.2) 

(6 3.2)  (9 3.2)  (10 3.2) 

 

 

Fig. 3 Point creation 

 

Type Ctrl-F in order to optimize the zoom. In the tool bar on the right hand side, choose 

Macro Model/Point/Outline/In zoom box, and select all points (when selected, the 

color of the points changes from blue to red, see Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4 Point selection 

 

Move to Macro Model/Point/Copy…/Copy with translation, click Yes and copy the 

selected points 3.2 m (= Step size) upwards (Direction = (0 1)) and set the number of 

steps to 4. 

 

 

Fig. 5 Point duplication 

 

In the tool bar on the right hand side, choose Macro Model/Point/Create/Point. 

Create 5 points with the following coordinates:  

 

(-10 0) (-5 0)  (0 0)  (5 0)  (10 0) 
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Fig. 6 2nd point creation 

 

Now move to Macro Model/Objects/Line/By 2 Points and define lines according to 

Fig. 7 by clicking on existing points. Important: In order to be able to assign beams 

with different properties in the upcoming step, make sure that you create the line 

between each point and not across several points (if the Continue option is switched on 

in the dialog box, you don’t have to click twice on each node to indicate the end of a line 

and the start of a new one). When prompted, accept the automatic intersection of 

objects. Then, click on the Close button. 

 

Remark: 

 

- You can use the  tool located on the right hand side of the screen in order to 

zoom in. To come back to a general view, press CTRL-F. 
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Fig. 7 Creation of the lines 

 

We now need to create the FE model. We will start by assigning beams to the lines to 

represent the structural elements. Click on the Select elements in zoom box button 

indicated by the red arrow in Fig. 8 and select all lines. Go to FE 

Model/Beam/Create…/On object(s) and click YES and OK (we will assign the 

different materials in the next step). 

 

 

Fig. 8 Adding beams to the columns 

 

Since the 3 central columns in the first floor have a larger cross section then the others, 

we assign material 2 to them. Go to FE Model/Beam/[Un]/Outline…/In zoom box, 
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select the 3 central columns (as indicated in red in Fig. 9) of the first floor, then go to FE 

Model/Beam/Update…/Parameters, click Yes, tick Initial and change it to 2. 

 

 

Fig. 9 Assigning material “2” to the 3 central columns in the first floor 

 

Concerning the slabs, we need to distinguish between the mid-span and the support area 

(indicated in Fig. 9) near the columns where the effective slab widths differ. We will 

begin with the slabs in the support area (the zone close to the columns).  

 

First of all it is necessary to click on the Unselect all button at the top of the screen 

between each step, do not forget this. Then go to FE 

Model/Beam/[Un]/Outline…/In zoom box, select the slabs in the support zone of 

the uppermost floor, go to FE Model/Beam/Update…/Parameters, click Yes, tick 

Initial and change it to 5 (the profile of the roof is different). Repeat this step for the 

support zones of the remaining 4 intermediate floors, but set the initial material to 3. 

 

Now, we will create the beams in the mid-span zone. Go to FE 

Model/Beam/[Un]/Outline…/In zoom box, select the slabs in the mid-span zone 

between the columns, go to FE Model/Beam/Update…/Parameters, click Yes, tick 

Initial and change it to 6 for the roof beams and to 4 for the others. Do not forget to 

Unselect all elements between each step. 

 

After having completed the preceding steps, your beam model should look like this (Fig. 

10): 
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Fig. 10 Beam model (before correcting the axis’ directions) 

 

Afterwards, check that the orientation of the beam’s coordinates is consistent, that is to 

say that the coordinates’ axis (indicated by two small perpendicular green and red bars) 

point in the same direction for all columns and slabs. If it is not the case, select the 

concerned beams with the Select elements in zoom box button indicated by the red 

arrow in Fig. 8 and go to FE model/Beam/Reverse direction. For instance, the 

coordinates of the two beams indicated by two red arrows in Fig. 11 need to be changed 

(we are using local coordinates with y-axis (green) on the left for columns and up for the 

beams). If the direction of the x-axis (red) is still wrong, change it by clicking Reverse 

X-Axis. Don’t forget to click Unselect all between each step. 

 

 

Fig. 11 Changing the orientation of the beams’ coordinates (if necessary) 
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After having done the preceding steps, your beam-model should look like this: 

 

 

Fig. 12 2D-beam-model composed of six different materials 

 

Next, we will define the boundary conditions. To do so, click on FE Model/Boundary 

Conditions/Solid BC/Add BC and add a fixed support to the bottom of each column by 

clicking on the node. Tick X and Y for the Translational and Z for the Rotation BC, 

representing a clamped support. 

 

 

Fig. 13 Defining the BC by adding a fixed support to the bottom of each column 
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The next step is the definition of the masses of the structural elements. The loads need 

to be introduced as a mass (in order to compute the mass matrix), and also as a load 

(needed for equilibrium at initial state).  

 

We will start with the masses, which are 30 kN/m for the top floor and 53 kN/m for the 

intermediate floors. Select the top slab with the button indicated by the red arrow in Fig. 

14. Go to FE Model/Added masses/Distributed mass/On edge(s), click Yes, tick 

Weight/Unit length, enter 30 kN/m and click OK. Click Unselect all and do the same 

for the 4 intermediate floors, but enter 53 kN/m. Again, do not forget to Unselect all. 

 

 

Fig. 14 Selecting the top slab and applying its distributed mass 

 

In this tutorial, we will not add nodal masses to represent the self-weight of the columns, 

as their influence on the results is negligible. 

 

Now, we can advance to the loads. We will apply distributed loads on the beams of 53 

kN/m for the intermediate floors and 30 kN/m for the roof. Select the 4 intermediate 

floors with the button indicated in Fig. 8. Then go to FE Model/Loads/Beam 

load/Create/On Beam, click Yes, and enter FY = -53 kN/m2 for both nodes (-30 for 

the roof) and click OK. Do not forget to click Unselect all. 
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Fig. 15 Adding beam loads representing the dead and live loads 

 

If you applied all masses and loads correctly, your model should resemble Fig. 16 (the 

distributed masses of the intermediate floors are hidden behind the beam loads. If you 

want to view them, go to Visualisation/Surface load – show/hide or simply type L). 

 

 

Fig. 16 Adding beam loads representing the live loads 
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Finally, we need to define the pushover control node. Go to DOMAIN/Pushover 

control node/On node and select the node on the top left. Then click OK. 

 

 

Fig. 17 Selection of the pushover control node 
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2.3 Material definition 

 

Our model is done and we will move on to the material parameters. Go to File/Save 

model and return to Main Menu and click Yes, then go to Assembly/Materials. 

Select Material 1 with the red arrow and click Modify. Change its name to Standard 

column (= Stütze Typ A in Fig. 18) and click OK. Then, click on Open next to Main and 

tick flexibility based and click OK.  

 

Repeat these steps for Materials 2-6, naming them Center column (= Stütze Typ B), 

Support area (= Riegel im Stützenbereich), Mid-span (= Riegel in Feldmitte), Support 

area roof, and Mid-span roof, respectively. The sections are given in Fig. 18. 

 

 

Fig. 18 Different reinforcements for columns and slabs [Dazio, 2005] 

 

Select again Material 1 (Standard column) and click on Open next to Cross section. 

Leave section as Plane rectangle and set b = 0.3 m and h = 0.6 m. Now tick Layered 

cross section and go to Edit material. Set the Material label to Concrete, change its 

Model type to Elastic-perfectly plastic, and insert the following values: 

E = 2.4e7 kN/m2  ν = 0.2 ft = 240 kN/m2 fc = 24'000 kN/m2 

 

To define the steel reinforcement, in the same window set the Material label to Steel, 

change its type to Elastic-perfectly plastic, insert the following values: 

E = 2.1e8 kN/m2  ν = 0.3 ft = fc = 500'000 kN/m2 

 

See Fig. 19 for correctly defined materials. Then click OK. 
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Fig. 19 Defining the materials, concrete and steel 

 

We have defined the two materials, concrete and steel, but so far the whole section is 

assumed to be of concrete. To model the reinforcement, tick Additional layers and 

then click Edit layers. Set Y-pos to From top, Y-dist = 4.9 cm, set Area = 7.63 cm2 

and change the material to Steel. Repeat for the second layer of reinforcement with Y-

pos to From bot with no change to all other values. Then click OK twice. 

 

 

Fig. 20 Adding the layers representing the upper and lower reinforcement 
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Select Material 2 (Center column) and click on Open next to Cross section. Leave 

section as Plane rectangle and set b = 0.4 m and h = 0.6 m. To model the 

reinforcement, now tick Layered cross section followed by Additional layers and click 

Edit layers. Set Y-pos to From top, Y-dist = 4.9 cm, set Area = 7.63 cm2 and change 

the material to Steel. Repeat for the second layer of reinforcement with Y-pos to From 

bot with no change to all other values. Then click OK. 

 

 

Now we will define the horizontal beams. Select Material 3 (Support area), click on Open 

next to Cross section and change the Section to T-section. Define the following 

dimensions: 

b = 0.9 m  h = 0.45 m  tw = 0.3 m  tf = 0.2 m 

 

To model the reinforcement, now tick Layered cross section followed by Additional 

layers and click Edit layers. Set Y-pos to From top, Y-dist = 5.1 cm, set Area = 

11.4 cm2 and change the material to Steel. Repeat for the lower reinforcement layer 

with Y-pos to From bot and Area = 7.60 cm2 with no change to all other values.  

 

 

Fig. 21 Adding reinforcement layers to T-sections 
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For Material 4 (Mid-span), enter the following dimensions after having clicked on Open 

next to Cross section and changed the Section to T-section: 

b = 1.7 m  h = 0.45 m  tw = 0.3 m  tf = 0.2 m 

 

To model the reinforcement, now tick Layered cross section followed by Additional 

layers and click Edit layers. Set Y-pos to From top, Y-dist = 5.1 cm, set Area = 

7.60 cm2 and change the material to Steel. Repeat for the lower reinforcement layer 

with Y-pos to From bot and Area = 11.4 cm2 with no change to all other values.  

 

 

For Material 5 (Support area roof), enter the following dimensions after having clicked on 

Open next to Cross section and changed the Section to T-section: 

b = 0.9 m  h = 0.3 m  tw = 0.3 m  tf = 0.2 m 

 

To model the reinforcement, now tick Layered cross section followed by Additional 

layers and click Edit layers. Set Y-pos to From top, Y-dist = 4.9 cm, set Area = 

7.63 cm2 and change the material to Steel. Repeat for the lower reinforcement layer 

with Y-pos to From bot, Y-dist = 4.7 cm and Area = 3.08 cm2 with no change to all 

other values.  

 

 

For Material 6 (Mid-span roof), enter the following dimensions after having clicked on 

Open next to Cross section and changed the Section to T-section: 

b = 1.7 m  h = 0.3 m  tw = 0.3 m  tf = 0.2 m 

 

To model the reinforcement, now tick Layered cross section followed by Additional 

layers and click Edit layers. Set Y-pos to From top, Y-dist = 4.9 cm, set Area = 

5.09 cm2 and change the material to Steel. Repeat for the lower reinforcement layer 

with Y-pos to From bot, Y-dist = 4.7 cm and Area = 4.62 cm2 with no change to all 

other values.  
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2.4 Analysis and drivers definition 

 

The last step before running the calculations is the definition of the driver, which we will 

do in the menu Control/Drivers. Firstly, define the calculations of the initial state: Set 

the Driver to Initial State and change the Increment to 0.5. Then, set the next 

Driver to Pushover, dUo to 0.002 m (defines the displacement increment) and Umax 

(sets the maximum displacement) to 0.14 m and click OK. Then go to 

Control/Pushover, then change Direction Y and Z to 0 and tick Filter masses along 

direction. This means that we are only interested in the displacement in the X-direction. 

Then click OK. 

 

 

Fig. 22 Pushover setting (right) 
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3 Calculation 

 

When the data input phase is completed, launch the calculation selecting Analysis/Run 

analysis. The calculation module window will appear and the calculation progress can be 

followed. 

 

 

Fig. 23 Analysis progress 
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4 Post-processing 

 

After the calculation has finished, go to Results/Pushover results to take a look at the 

pushover curve. The EC8 is selected as default for the seismic demand. Click on Edit 

next to it, change the Ground acceleration agR/g to 0.16, leave the Damping factor at 

0.05 (general assumption for structures), change the Importance class to III and the 

Ground type to C and click OK. 

 

 

Fig. 24 Changing the seismic demand 

 

Click on the View multi DOF capacity curve button to view the capacity curve (Fig. 

26). 

 

To view the capacity curve and the demand spectrum, click on View single DOF 

capacity curves and demand spectra. The pink curve (Fig. 25) indicates the seismic 

demand. The blue capacity curve of the structure is bi-linearly approximated by the 

purple curve. Their intersection describes the performance point of the structure and its 

corresponding displacement. 
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Fig. 25 Single degree of freedom capacity curve and the demand spectrum 

 

 

Fig. 26 Multi DOF capacity curve 
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When you click on View report, you get the summarised results ( 

 
Pushover analysis report 

Item Unit PSH 1/Default 

      

MDOF Free vibr. period........T [s] 0.581033 

SDOF Free vibr. period.......T* [s] 0.911434 

SDOF equivalent mass.........M* [kg] 295540 
Mass participation factor 
Gamma - 1.31435 

Bilinear yield force value..Fy* [kN] 750.5191 

Bilinear displ. at yield....Dy* [m] 0.053436 

Target displacement.........Dm* [m] 0.062555 

SDOF displacement 
demand....Dt* [m] 0.062578 

Energy......................Em* [kN*m] 26.89638 

Reduction factor.............qu - 1.171073 

Demand ductility factor......mi - 1.171073 

Capacity ductility factor...miC - 1.17065 
MDOF displacement 
demand.....Dt [m] 0.082249 

Fig. 27). In the lowest row, the Multi Degree of Freedom displacment demand has been 

calculated to be 0.082 m. This is the top roof displacement the structure has to be 

designed for in order to withstand the earthquake’s forces. 

 

 
Pushover analysis report 

Item Unit PSH 1/Default 

      

MDOF Free vibr. period........T [s] 0.581033 

SDOF Free vibr. period.......T* [s] 0.911434 

SDOF equivalent mass.........M* [kg] 295540 
Mass participation factor 
Gamma - 1.31435 

Bilinear yield force value..Fy* [kN] 750.5191 

Bilinear displ. at yield....Dy* [m] 0.053436 

Target displacement.........Dm* [m] 0.062555 

SDOF displacement 
demand....Dt* [m] 0.062578 

Energy......................Em* [kN*m] 26.89638 

Reduction factor.............qu - 1.171073 

Demand ductility factor......mi - 1.171073 

Capacity ductility factor...miC - 1.17065 
MDOF displacement 
demand.....Dt [m] 0.082249 
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Fig. 27 Results of the pushover analysis 

 

To view the deformed shape, moments and resultant forces, we can now click on Run 

Postprocessor. We must select the time step where the MDOF displacement demand 

was reached (in our case 0.082 m as seen in Fig. 27). To do this, we go to Time/Set 

Current Time Step and select the time step where Pushover U-ctrl = 0.082 m. Then 

click OK. 

 

Now we will view the deformed shape of the structure. To do this, go to Graph 

Option/Deformed mesh. The shape should be similar to that shown in Fig. 28. We can 

see that the frame has deformed more or less how we would expect. 

 

 

Fig. 28 Deformed shape of the structure 

 

Then go to Graph Option/ MNT for beams/… to show the moments. To view the 

maximum values go to Settings/Graph contents and select automatic labels. In our 

case, the maximum moment for the three Centre columns is 497 kNm, while for the 

Standard columns it is 437 kNm (Fig. 29). 
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Fig. 29 Moments at 0.082 m of displacement 
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